
FASTFORWARD FOR
COMPUTER VISION

INTRODUCTION
Clients everywhere recognise the benefits
delivered to their customers through the
application of Computer Vision. Many already
have strategic investments with Microsoft and
want to explore Azure Computer Vision use
cases to solve critical business challenges.

While Microsoft’s Azure Computer Vision
services have created new possibilities, deep
expertise with custom Machine Learning can be
required when standard algorithms are
insufficient.

At Nexer Insight, we meet our client’s complex
business challenges by building applications
that unlock, analyse, and understand their data
using live video analytics with the power of
Microsoft Azure IoT, Data, and AI. 

WHY NEXER?

Advanced Specialization
certification in AI and Machine
Learning

A unified team of specialists and
experts with advanced training and
extensive experience in the world’s
leading technology

The highest level of standards
across the industry

Continuous attentive customer
support from our expert customer
service team

Best-in-class training tools and
programs

Consultative expertise with the
industry’s best Microsoft
implementation and deployment
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Nexer FastForward for Azure Computer Vision is a custom-
developed program that takes a service use case from idea to proof
of concept within three months, demonstrating benefits in the field.

Our experts collaborate with your key stakeholders to Identify
promising Computer Vision client use cases, assess their business
value and deploy one or more in a Proof of Concept.

The result is a solution tailored to your business needs and industry
dynamics that help you automate manual processes like image
classification, object detection and tracking to transform your
operations. By applying Computer Vision features to streamline
processes, such as image processing, robotic process automation
and digital asset management:

THE OFFER

"So far, we have
shown that the
technology works
for us, so I am
convinced that a
continued
collaboration within
this partnership can
solve our safety
challenges when
working with tower
cranes."

- Claes Henschel,
Digitization Project
Manager, Nordic
Construction Company

Successfully implemented for clients including Boliden, Nordic
Construction Company, and a Global Container Port Operator,
FastForward is a practical and proven way for clients to realise the
potential of Azure Computer Vision.

Automate operations to improve performance and uphold
higher standards of quality control

Increased consistency, speed, and accuracy of outcomes
with automation

Extract powerful insights from data to make accurate
forecasts and informed recommendations

Eliminate the guesswork involved in data-driven decisions

Offer stakeholders a unique experience with data tailored
to their requirements

Become more secure, scalable and industry compliant in
your operations
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AGENDA & DELIVERABLES

TO SPEAK TO A NEXER INSIGHT
EXPERT PLEASE CONTACT US AT
INSIGHT@NEXERGROUP.COM
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ANALYSE PHASE
(1 Week)

IMPLEMENT PHASE
(4-8 Weeks)

ASSESS PHASE
(1 Week)

Project outcome review

Next steps joint planning

Stakeholder interviews &
workshop

Azure CV architecture &
design workshop

Infrastructure discovery
workshop

Requirements analysis

Azure CV architecture
deployment

Azure application
development

Analytics dashboard
development

Azure device provisioning
& security review

Pilot validation & testing

Handover of pilot to client

Nexer Insight, a part of Nexer Group, specialise in the
power of Microsoft Azure Computer Vision to rapidly
deliver practical solutions for clients, improving the
experience of customers and employees while
reducing costs.

As exclusive members of the Microsoft IoT Elite
Program and Advanced Specialization certification in AI
and Machine Learning, we meet our client’s
transformation needs, from strategy to concept,
development, and operation. 

Nexer Group is a global company with a Swedish
heritage of entrepreneurship and innovation. Nexer has
2,300 employees in 15 countries focused on delivering
business transformation through strategy, technology,
and communication. 

ABOUT NEXER INSIGHT

Costs are subject to the scope of
requirements and our team will
discuss, and agree this with you,
before any work is carried out.

PRICING


